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Rephrasing  for  FIRST  ( don´t  pay  attention to  the number of words ) 

Conditionals : including  if , unless , I wish  

1. You didn´t understand because you didn´t listen to the teacher. If you…. 

2. The roof will fall down if nobody repairs it. Unless….. 

3. John wasted his time at school ; now he is sorry. John wishes…. 

4. My advice to you is to take your son  to the doctor. If I …….. 

5. I´ll buy them , but only because they are cheap. If they …. 

6. If  he  doesn´t hear from you ( tener noticias ) by the end of the week, he 

won´t  send you the present. Unless….. 

7. You must study hard or you won´t pass the course. If ….. 

8. You don´t have a driving licence, so you can´t have a job. I wish….. 

 

- If you had listened to the teacher, you would have understood…. 

- Unless someone repairs it , the roof will fall down 

- John wishes he hadn´t wasted  his time…. 

- If I were you , I would take your son…. 

- If they were expensive ( weren´t cheap ) , I wouldn´t buy them 

- Unless  he hears from you …, he  won´t send you... 

- If you don´t study hard, you won´t pass…. 

- I wish I had a driving licence…. 

Passive 

1.A woman has just sold him the ring (2 ways ) 

- The ring has just been sold to him by… 

- He has just been sold a ring…. 

2. My students should revise grammar and vocabulary 

Grammar and vocabulary should be revised by… 
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3. They are putting out the fire as soon as possible 

- The fire is being put out as soon as possible 

4. The mechanic changed the oil in my car ( have sth done ) 

- I had the oil changed  ( in my car ) 

5. Thay are repairing our roof at the moment ( have sth done ) 

We are having our roof repaired at the moment  

6. People say that  sunbathing causes skin cancer ( impersonal passive 2 ways ) 

- It is said that sunbathing causes…. 

- Sunbathing is said  to cause …. 

7. People believe that the politicians have made a lot of mistakes ( impersonal passive 

2 ways ) 

- It is believed that the politicians have made…. 

- The politicians are believed to have made…. 

Modals  ( rewrite   these  sentences  using  modals  …be  careful   with  the 

tenses  ) 

1. Perhaps  Jane  has a boyfriend . Jane may  have a ….. 

 

2. It isn´t  necessary  fot you to work overtime . You needn´t (don´t have to) 

work.. 

3. I´m sure that Robin is at the doctor. Robin must be a doctor 

 

4. He didn´t say hello , so I am sure he didn´t see me. He can´t have seen me… 

 

 

5. It was unnecessary for him to take that test. He needn´t have taken that test 

 

6. It is forbidden to smoke in this area. You mustn´t smoke in this… 

 

 

7. Perhaps she was away yesterday.  He may  have been away yesterday 

 

8. I advise you to go to bed early tonight. You should go to bed early... 



 

 

 

 

 

 


